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ship and Immigration faces. Further, I believe that the govern-
ment must begin immediately to look at new specific goals and
new hard nosed policies for this department, using as criteria the
safety of Canadian society and the economic needs of our
country.

At present this government is pursuing an immigration policy
that will allow 250,000 newcomers into Canada this year. This
represents about 1 per cent of our general population. What is
the justification for this number? Where is the economic justifi-
cation? The minister continues to dlaim that extensive consulta-
tions unprecedented in their scope and attendance has set this
number. We in the Reform Party ask, what consultations? Who
was in attendance? What vicws are being accepted?

Let me tell you about this government's method of consulta-
tion. In fact its consultations are basically centred around
special interest groups, particularly those that have direct
interest in the maintenance of a complicated, expensive and
slow moving immigration process. In most cases this means a
financial intercst.

For exaniple, it is estimatcd the processing of one refugee
coats betwcen $30,000 and $50,000. Do you believe that im-
migration lawyers who are consultcd extensively during thc
minister's extensive consultation process are interested in
streamlining determination systems? Not on your life.

What happened to the g'overnmnent's promise of consuit
with the people on important issues? Where is the fulfilmen
thc red book promise? It is simply not there. It has not happe
and will not happen because this govemment like the Torie
simply not interested in what ordinary Canadians have to

0f the 250,000 immigrants this year, only 18 per cent wil
evaluated for their potential econormic benefit to Canada.
cordingly the skill level and education level of immigrant
comparison to Canadian citizens has been declining over
years. However, the fiction of the red book refers to an immij
tion policy that considers economic needs and our abilit,
absorb and settle immigrants.

These Liberal election promises are ini clear contradic'
with their current policy of a 1 per cent ceiling and their cur
policy that only 18 per cent of immigrants will be screened
economic benefits. How does our current immigration po
deal with Canada's economic needs or our ability to si
immigrants? It does not.

In addition, after much pressure this government rece
introduccd a bill to, partially overhaul thc outdated working
Uic immigration and refugee board. However, even with t]
partial amcndments Uierc are still fears that Uic IRB
continue in its fumbling ways in creating a huge backloý
cases and by putting Canadians at risk by not deporting cr
nais. The present Minister of Citizenship and Immigration m


